IF YOU DON'T WAKE UP IN THE MORNING WITH A SMILE ON YOUR FACE, SOMETHING IS WRONG

“Madam told me that we all may have helminth in our stomach and with full laugh Priya points towards her stomach where possibility of helminth infestation is very much

Priya who joined formal schooling first time and is student of 1st standard of Medan Aadarsh Vidhyalay Danapur

Priya’s class teacher informed all students about the taste of tablet and its importance to student in very simplified way so that small kids can take drug without hesitation.

Teacher Added that taste of drug is very nice and its flavoured dispersible tablet easy for small children to take

“I had mild vomiting and nusea.......”

Says Arzoo Parvin student of class 4th, Primary School Chak Musa Phulwari Shariff.

After administration of Deworming tablet Arzoo felt mild adverse symptoms following drug administration these symptoms were Nusea, mild stomach cramps and dizziness but as her teacher advised her to take rest for some time and have water she felt that these were transient effect and she recovered from these symptoms after sometime and after reaching home she was fit and fine